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Getting the books The Last Days Political Thrillers Series 2 now is not type
of challenging means. You could not without help going as soon as ebook heap
or library or borrowing from your contacts to edit them. This is an entirely
easy means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online
pronouncement The Last Days Political Thrillers Series 2 can be one of the
options to accompany you bearing in mind having further time.
It will not waste your time. give a positive response me, the e-book will
certainly vent you supplementary issue to read. Just invest little epoch to
approach this on-line revelation The Last Days Political Thrillers Series 2
as capably as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Sovereigns of the Collapse Book 2:
The Night of Blind Ambition Malcolm J
Wardlaw 2021-09-08 Escape to freedom
or escape to hell? Lawrence and
Pezzini must escape the Value System
of Nightminster. Otherwise, they’ll
be killed—very cruelly—by the marsh
people. Little do they know, the
outside world is changing. The
National Party has launched the
Atrocity Commission to track down
glory criminals. Sarah-Kelly Newman’s
enquiries are exposing a brutal world
that has existed for decades.
However, that brutal world has plans
for the National Party. When the
killing starts, there will be no
place for neutrals. Even honest
Donald will have to take sides, or
perish. The Night of Blind Ambition
is the second book in the Sovereigns
of the Collapse dystopian saga.
The Madness of Crowds Louise Penny
2021-08-24 Instant #1 New York Times
Bestseller AARP The Magazine –
Recommended Summer Reading CNN – A
Most Anticipated Book of August
Bustle – A Most Anticipated Book of
August Chief Inspector Armand Gamache
returns to Three Pines in #1 New York
Times bestseller Louise Penny's
latest spellbinding novel You’re a
coward. Time and again, as the New
Year approaches, that charge is
leveled against Armand Gamache. It
starts innocently enough. While the
residents of the Québec village of
Three Pines take advantage of the
deep snow to ski and toboggan, to
drink hot chocolate in the bistro and
share meals together, the Chief
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Inspector finds his holiday with his
family interrupted by a simple
request. He’s asked to provide
security for what promises to be a
non-event. A visiting Professor of
Statistics will be giving a lecture
at the nearby university. While he is
perplexed as to why the head of
homicide for the Sûreté du Québec
would be assigned this task, it
sounds easy enough. That is until
Gamache starts looking into Professor
Abigail Robinson and discovers an
agenda so repulsive he begs the
university to cancel the lecture.
They refuse, citing academic freedom,
and accuse Gamache of censorship and
intellectual cowardice. Before long,
Professor Robinson’s views start
seeping into conversations. Spreading
and infecting. So that truth and
fact, reality and delusion are so
confused it’s near impossible to tell
them apart. Discussions become
debates, debates become arguments,
which turn into fights. As sides are
declared, a madness takes hold.
Abigail Robinson promises that, if
they follow her, ça va bien aller.
All will be well. But not, Gamache
and his team know, for everyone. When
a murder is committed it falls to
Armand Gamache, his second-in-command
Jean-Guy Beauvoir, and their team to
investigate the crime as well as this
extraordinary popular delusion. And
the madness of crowds.
The Copper Scroll Joel C. Rosenberg
2010-09-29 Book 4 in the bestselling
5-book thriller series that has sold
over 1.2 million copies! In 1956, a
scroll was uncovered that shocked the
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world. The world is about to be
shocked again. On June 1, 1956, the
New York Times broke a story that
captured the imagination of the
world. Another Dead Sea Scroll had
been found, unlike any before it,
describing unimaginable treasures
worth untold billions buried in the
hills east of Jerusalem and under the
Holy City itself. In the years that
followed, some scholars came to
believe the Copper Scroll could be
history’s greatest treasure map, one
that could lead to the discovery of
the Second Temple treasures and the
building of the Third Jewish Temple.
But the scroll’s code has never been
broken, and experts from all sides
warn that any effort by Israel to
rebuild their Temple in Jerusalem
would undoubtedly unleash a war of
biblical proportions. Now, more than
fifty years after the Copper Scroll
was unveiled, New York Times
bestselling author Joel C. Rosenberg
takes you on his most exciting and
heart-pounding ride yet. Saddam
Hussein is gone Yasser Arafat is dead
A new Iraq is rising But so, too, is
a new evil, and now White House
advisors Jon Bennett and Erin McCoy
find themselves facing a terrifying
new threat triggered by an ancient
mystery.
The Days to Come Tom Rosenstiel
2021-11-23 A masterful political
thriller from the author of Shining
City thrusts veteran Washington
fixers Peter Rena and Randi Brooks
into a dark world of cyberattacks, a
new era of foreign espionage, and a
risky, classified plan to save the
world from environmental disaster
Billionaire entrepreneur David
Traynor has big dreams for fixing a
broken government in his first term
as president of the United States. In
the months before his inauguration,
he’s developed daring and, in some
cases, secret strategies to solve the
climate crisis, force Congress to
work again, and rebuild America’s
economy—and that’s just the
beginning. Everyone in the capital is
scrambling to adapt to the new
disruptor in chief’s bold agenda,
though many, both at home and abroad,
also want to see Traynor and his
steely vice president, Wendy Upton,
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fail. Unsure of whom he can trust,
Traynor intends to turn to an unusual
group of people to advise him,
including the savvy and sometimes
ruthless DC fixers Peter Rena and
Randi Brooks. Though he is at the
height of his career, Rena finds his
world in chaos. His personal life is
a mess; he wonders if his work—saving
powerful people from their
mistakes—has become too cynical. When
malicious, untraceable cyberattacks
related to his past start seeping
from the dark corners of the
internet, Rena’s doubts overwhelm
him. Then an unpredictable tragedy
throws the country into crisis, and
he must come out of his stupor. If
Rena wants to help the new president
salvage American politics, he will
first have to reckon with his own
demons and come to grips with a world
far different from the one he once
believed in. With the government and
the country polarized and on the cusp
of enormous change, Tom Rosenstiel’s
The Days to Come is a clever,
gripping thriller and a cogent
meditation on how to heal a divided
country.
The First Hostage Joel C. Rosenberg
2015-12-29 What if the Islamic State
captured the most valuable hostage in
history? “The president of the United
States . . . is missing.” With these
words, New York Times journalist J.
B. Collins, report-ing from the scene
of a devastating attack by ISIS
terrorists in Amman, Jordan, puts the
entire world on high alert. The
leaders of Israel and Palestine are
critically injured, Jordan’s king is
fighting for his life, and the U.S.
president is missing and presumed
captured. As the U.S. government
faces a constitutional crisis and
Jordan battles for its very
existence, Collins must do his best
to keep the world informed while
working to convince the FBI that his
stories are not responsible for the
terror attack on the Jordanian
capital. And ISIS still has chemical
weapons . . . Struggling to clear his
name, Collins and the Secret Service
try frantically to locate and res-cue
the leader of the free world before
ISIS’s threats become a catastrophic
reality.
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The Kremlin Conspiracy Joel C.
Rosenberg 2018 September 1999: A
series of apartment bombings in
Moscow are blamed on Chechen
terrorist. Oleg Kraskin, on the
Russian president's personal staff,
has no idea how the bombings will
alter the course of world events.
September 2001: Following the events
of 9/11, Marcus Ryker enlists in the
Marines, eventually joining the
Secret Service and working his way up
to the Presidential Protection
Detail. Now: The President is
distracted by tensions in North Korea
and Iran, as a new Russian president
feverishly consolidates power,
silences his opposition, and plots a
brazen and lightning-fast military
strike that could rupture the NATO
alliance and bring Washington and
Moscow to the brink of nuclear war.
And Kraskin and Ryker will cross
paths ...
Evidence Series Box Set Volume 2
Rachel Grant 2017-02-19
Omega Camille Flammarion 1999-01-01
Omega, written by astronomer Camille
Flammarion (1842?1925), is no less
than an epic history of our future?a
startling and unforgettable vision of
the end of the world. Reasoned
scientific speculation combined with
probing philosophical inquiry lend
credibility and magnitude to this
tale of how humankind will physically
and culturally evolve over the next
several million years. ø The end
begins in the twenty-fifth century,
when a comet threatens to collide
with the earth. The consequences of
that frightening cosmic event are
far-reaching, setting in motion a
series of physical, psychic, and
social changes that will profoundly
affect the planet and its people far
into the future. The earth?s surface
drastically transforms over time.
Cultures radically alter, collapse,
and fade away. Nations rise and fall,
species become extinct, and human
beings find themselves at the end of
the world, alone and changed in
fundamental ways. This melancholic,
poetic science fiction tale of things
to come is as compelling and
disturbing today as when it was first
written.
The Night Agent Matthew Quirk
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2019-01-15 Soon to be a Netflix
original series! “Plenty of
breathless one-more-chapter, stay-uplate suspense wrapped around a meaty
and timely story... irresistible.” —
Lee Child To find a Russian mole in
the White House, an FBI agent must
question everything. . . and trust no
one To save America from a
catastrophic betrayal, an idealistic
young FBI agent must stop a Russian
mole in the White House in this
exhilarating political thriller
reminiscent of the early novels of
John Grisham and David Baldacci. No
one was more surprised than FBI Agent
Peter Sutherland when he’s tapped to
work in the White House Situation
Room. From his earliest days as a
surveillance specialist, Peter has
scrupulously done everything by the
book, hoping his record will help him
escape the taint of his past. When
Peter was a boy, his father, a
section chief in FBI
counterintelligence, was suspected of
selling secrets to the Russians—a
catastrophic breach that had cost him
his career, his reputation, and
eventually his life. Peter knows
intimately how one broken rule can
cost lives. Nowhere is he more
vigilant than in this room, the
sanctum of America’s secrets.
Staffing the night action desk, his
job is monitoring an emergency line
for a call that has not—and might
never—come. Until tonight. At 1:05
a.m. the phone rings. A terrified
young woman named Rose tells Peter
that her aunt and uncle have just
been murdered and that the killer is
still in the house with her. Before
their deaths, they gave her this
phone number with urgent
instructions: “Tell them OSPREY was
right. It’s happening. . . “ The call
thrusts Peter into the heart of a
conspiracy years in the making,
involving a Russian mole at the
highest levels of the government.
Anyone in the White House could be
the traitor. Anyone could be
corrupted. To save the nation, Peter
must take the rules into his own
hands and do the right thing, no
matter the cost. He plunges into a
desperate hunt for the traitor—a
treacherous odyssey that pits him and
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Rose against some of Russia’s most
skilled and ruthless operatives and
the full force of the FBI itself.
Peter knows that the wider a secret
is broadcast, the more dangerous it
gets for the people at the center.
With the fate of the country on the
line, he and Rose must evade seasoned
assassins and maneuver past jolting
betrayals to find the shocking
truth—and stop the threat from inside
before it’s too late.
Sovereigns of the Storm Book 2: The
Sack of Oxford Malcolm J Wardlaw
2021-10-11 Lust for life or lust for
death? That is the question. ‘Big
Knight’ Nightminster now has the gold
to commence building his own estate.
He is not troubled that His Decency
Tom Krossington treats him as a mere
servant. When Big Knight makes his
move, there will be nothing his
sovereign masters can do about it.
But there is a problem. There is
another ‘commoner’ in London with
vast ambitions—and Big Knight knows
him only too well. Sebastian Smith is
the new president of the Official SUN
Party and self-styled champion of
peaceful reform. He soon proves to
have his own ways of getting things
done. Big Knight forges ahead with
blind determination, discovering
depths of ruthlessness he never knew
he possessed. However, the danger
from Sebastian Smith is growing. The
two men’s ambitions are set to
collide in a catastrophe that will
change Britain forever. The Sack of
Oxford is the second and concluding
book in the Sovereigns of the Storm
dystopian series. Continue the saga
into the next generation with the
sequel series Sovereigns of the
Collapse.
The Twelfth Imam Joel C. Rosenberg
2010-10-19 2011 Retailers Choice
Award winner! As the apocalyptic
leaders of Iran call for the
annihilation of Israel and the U.S.,
CIA operative David Shirazi is sent
into Tehran with one objective: use
all means necessary to disrupt Iran’s
nuclear weapons program—without
leaving American fingerprints, and
without triggering a regional war. At
extreme personal risk, Shirazi
undertakes his assignment. A native
Farsi speaker whose family escaped
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from Iran in 1979, he couldn’t be
better prepared for the mission. But
none of his training has prepared
Shirazi for what will happen next. An
obscure religious cleric is suddenly
hailed throughout the region as the
Islamic messiah known as the Mahdi or
the Twelfth Imam. News of his
miracles, healings, signs, and
wonders, spread like wildfire, as do
rumors of a new and horrific war.
With the prophecy of the Twelfth Imam
seemingly fulfilled, Iran’s leaders
prepare to strike Israel and bring
about the End of Days. Shirazi must
take action, but the clock is
ticking.
The Day of the Jackal Frederick
Forsyth 2012-09-04 THE CLASSIC
THRILLER FROM #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR FREDERICK FORSYTH
“The Day of the Jackal makes such
comparable books such as The
Manchurian Candidate and The Spy Who
Came in from the Cold seem like Hardy
Boy mysteries.”—The New York Times
The Jackal. A tall, blond Englishman
with opaque, gray eyes. A killer at
the top of his profession. A man
unknown to any secret service in the
world. An assassin with a contract to
kill the world's most heavily guarded
man. One man with a rifle who can
change the course of history. One man
whose mission is so secretive not
even his employers know his name. And
as the minutes count down to the
final act of execution, it seems that
there is no power on earth that can
stop the Jackal.
The End Times Saga Box Set Cliff Ball
2014-10-22 The End Times Saga is a
Christian fiction series consisting
of seven novels. Times of Turmoil Book 1 The Evans family sets out to
destroy Christian influence in the
U.S. Times of Trouble - Book 2 The
Atwood family watch as the U.S.
begins to fall apart around them as
the End Times approach. Times of
Trial - Book 3 When the President
declares a dictatorship, he begins
the immediate persecution of
Christians shortly before the End
Times. Times of Rebellion - Book 4 A
Christian young man becomes famous
and rebels against everything he's
been taught before the end times.
Times of Destruction - Book 5 In the
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first 3 1/2 years of the Tribulation,
the new leader of the world has to
deal with his new global economic
system, Biblical sized disasters, and
two Jewish witnesses who annoy the
world's citizens. Times of Judgment Book 6 In the last 3 1/2 years of the
Tribulation, the leader of the world
teams up with Lucifer to persecute
the 144,000 Jewish witnesses and
execute anyone not taking the marks
while trying to survive the bowl
judgments that lead up to Armageddon.
Times of Tribulation - Book 7 Goes
through the entire seven years as
various characters try to survive the
entire Tribulation. Keywords:
christian fiction, end times fiction,
dystopian, apocalyptic, political
thriller, book of Revelation,
Armageddon, Rapture, Tribulation
Peril Bob Woodward 2021-09-21 The
transition from President Donald J.
Trump to President Joseph R. Biden
Jr. stands as one of the most
dangerous periods in American
history. But as # 1 internationally
bestselling author Bob Woodward and
acclaimed reporter Robert Costa
reveal for the first time, it was far
more than just a domestic political
crisis. Woodward and Costa
interviewed more than 200 people at
the center of the turmoil, resulting
in more than 6,000 pages of
transcripts—and a spellbinding and
definitive portrait of a nation on
the brink. This classic study of
Washington takes readers deep inside
the Trump White House, the Biden
White House, the 2020 campaign, and
the Pentagon and Congress, with
vivid, eyewitness accounts of what
really happened. Peril is
supplemented throughout with neverbefore-seen material from secret
orders, transcripts of confidential
calls, diaries, emails, meeting notes
and other personal and government
records, making for an unparalleled
history. It is also the first inside
look at Biden’s presidency as he
faces the challenges of a lifetime:
the continuing deadly pandemic and
millions of Americans facing soulcrushing economic pain, all the while
navigating a bitter and disabling
partisan divide, a world rife with
threats, and the hovering, dark
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shadow of the former president. “We
have much to do in this winter of
peril,” Biden declared at his
inauguration, an event marked by a
nerve-wracking security alert and the
threat of domestic terrorism. Peril
is the extraordinary story of the end
of one presidency and the beginning
of another, and represents the
culmination of Bob Woodward’s newsmaking trilogy on the Trump
presidency, along with Fear and Rage.
And it is the beginning of a
collaboration with fellow Washington
Post reporter Robert Costa that will
remind readers of Woodward’s
coverage, with Carl Bernstein, of
President Richard M. Nixon’s final
days.
The Jerusalem Assassin: A Marcus
Ryker Series Political and Military
Action Thriller Joel C. Rosenberg
2020-03-17 “A taut, brilliant
thriller ripped right from today’s
headlines. Joel Rosenberg is
masterful! The Jerusalem Assassin is
an absolute home run.” —Brad Thor, #1
New York Times bestselling author of
Backlash From the New York Times, USA
Today, and Publishers Weekly
bestselling author! The enemy is
invisible and moving fast. The body
count is rising. And time is running
out. Marcus Ryker has spent his
entire career studying killers. One
thing he knows for sure: a peace
summit is the ultimate stage for an
assassination. President Andrew
Clarke is determined to announce his
historic peace plan from the Temple
Mount in Jerusalem. But when senior
American officials who support the
plan begin violently dying, Clarke
orders Ryker and his team of CIA
operatives to hunt down those
responsible and bring the killing
spree to an end. When the
Palestinians denounce the American
plan, the Saudis signal they may be
ready to forge a historic treaty with
Israel. Could the Saudi king’s
support be the missing ingredient
that will lead to peace at long last?
Ryker soon uncovers a chilling plot
to kill the American president. A
well-resourced international alliance
is dead set against the peace plan.
They will stop at nothing to strike a
blow against the Americans and seize
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leadership of the Muslim world. With
all eyes on Jerusalem and the
president in the crosshairs, it’s up
to Ryker to eliminate the terrible
evil that’s been set in motion. The
fate of the region depends on his
success. He has 48 hours.
The Persian Gamble Joel C. Rosenberg
2019 "Published in the year 2019 by
arrangement with the author"-Copyright page.
The Last Jihad Joel C. Rosenberg
2002-12-06 When Iraqi terrorists
wreak havoc on the world, White House
advisor Jon Bennett must complete a
billion-dollar oil deal--the basis
for a historic Arab-Israeli peace
treaty--or the world will face the
threat of nuclear devastation.
The Beirut Protocol Joel C. Rosenberg
2021-03-09 From New York Times, USA
Today, and Publishers Weekly
bestselling author Joel C. Rosenberg!
A game-changing peace treaty between
Israel and the Saudis is nearly done.
The secretary of state is headed to
the region to seal the deal. And
Special Agent Marcus Ryker is leading
an advance trip along the IsraelLebanon border, ahead of the
secretary’s arrival. But when Ryker
and his team are ambushed by
Hezbollah forces, a nightmare
scenario begins to unfold. The last
thing the White House can afford is a
new war in the Mideast that could
derail the treaty and set the region
ablaze. U.S. and Israeli forces are
mobilizing to find the hostages and
get them home, but Ryker knows the
clock is ticking. When Hezbollah
realizes who they’ve captured, no
amount of ransom will save
them—they’ll be transferred to Beirut
and then to Tehran to be executed on
live television. In the fourth
installment of Rosenberg’s gripping
new series, Marcus Ryker finds
himself in the most dangerous
situation he has ever faced—captured,
brutalized, and dragged deep behind
enemy lines. Should he wait to be
rescued? Or try to escape? How? And
what if his colleagues are too
wounded to run? This is the CIA’s
most valuable operative as you have
never seen him before.
The End Collection Tim LaHaye
2014-07-29 The End Series from Tim
the-last-days-political-thrillers-series-2

LaHaye and Craig Parshall—now
available in one volume. Edge of
Apocalypse In this adrenaline-fueled
political thriller laced with End
Times prophecy, Joshua Jordan, former
U.S. spy-plane hero turned weapons
designer, creates the world’s most
sophisticated missile defense system.
But global forces conspire to steal
the defense weapon, and U.S.
government leaders will do anything
to stop the nation’s impending
economic catastrophe—including
selling-out Jordan and his weapon. As
world events begin setting the stage
for the “end of days” foretold in
Revelation, Jordan must consider not
only the biblical prophecies preached
by his wife’s pastor, but the
personal price he must pay if he is
to save the nation he loves. Thunder
of Heaven As world events begin
setting the stage for the “end of
days” foretold in Revelation, Joshua
Jordan must weigh the personal price
he must pay to save the nation he
loves. Brink of Chaos Joshua Jordan
remains in Israel during his selfimposed “exile” out of the reach of
U.S. authorities who have trumped-up
false criminal treason charges
against him. As corruption in high
government offices threaten to block
the election of a worthy presidential
candidate by all means
necessary—including the
unthinkable—Israel’s leadership is
tempted to sign a “peace” proposal
initiated by the UN under the
authority of Coliquin. Are the
recurring dreams Joshua has had about
the coming rapture from God. And is
the end sooner than anyone expects?
Mark of Evil Ethan March, Jimmy
Louder, and Rivka Reuban have been
left behind in a world that is
rapidly coming under the influence of
the Antichrist. Technology is being
used to control and dominate those
who resist the Antichrist’s reign of
evil. Each day, as more and more
biblical prophecies are fulfilled,
Ethan and the others in the Remnant
struggle to survive in a world of
ever-increasing chaos and
desperation.When the forces of evil
attempt to use the world’s most
powerful information system for
increasingly sinister purposes and
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eliminate everyone who gets in their
way, it’s up to Ethan and the Remnant
to subvert their purposes and instead
use them for the glory of God.
The Last Jihad Joel C. Rosenberg
2010-08-24 A gripping and prescient
tale from New York Times best selling
author Joel C. Rosenberg. "... The
Last Jihad absolutely crackles with
high energy and a chilling premise-what if the war on terror goes
nuclear." -- Rush Limbaugh Jon
Bennett is a top Wall Street
strategist turned senior White House
advisor. But nothing has prepared him
for the terror that he will face.
Saddam Hussein dispatches his top hit
men to assassinate the President of
the United States. Iraqi terrorists
spread carnage throughout London,
Paris, and Riyadh . . . and the
Butcher of Baghdad has a nuclear ace
in his hand that he has not yet
played. Only a solid Arab-Isreali
coalition against Iraq can keep the
U.S.--and other Western nations--from
certain devastation. And only Bennett
and his beautiful partner, Erin
McCoy, can make that happen. Their
secret project--a billion-dollar oil
deal off the coast of Gaza--could be
the basis for an historic peace
treaty and enormous wealth for every
Isreali and Palestinian. But just
before a treaty can be signed,
Isreali commandos foil an Iraqi Scud
missile launch, recovering a nuclear
warhead and evidence that the next
attack will level Washington, New
York and Tel Aviv. Now, the Isreali
Prime Minister gives the American
President an ultimatum: Melt down
Baghdad within one hour . . . or
Israel will do it herself. From
Jerusalem, Bennett and McCoy must
summon all their stealth and savvy to
save themselves--and the world--from
absolute destruction. At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Last Days Joel C. Rosenberg
2006-08-21 White House advisor Jon
Bennett, his CIA partner Erin McCoy,
and the Secretary of State head for
the Middle East to negotiate a
historic Arab-Israeli peace plan, but
terrorists will do anything to stop
peace.
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Apostasy Rising Episode 2 J. A. Bouma
2019-10 The Church's future is
history. A four-episode, binge-worthy
story season released monthly, told
through full-length, complete novels
with cliff-hangers that make you
hunger for more Read each monthly
episode starting now or wait for the
full season 1 to be released on
December 1, 2019. The year is 2123.
The citizens of the world have
united. Peace, prosperity, and
progress reign supreme. Rising
apostasy threatens to consume
Ichthus, the last remnant of
Christianity. And the Church's most
chaotic hour since the Protestant
Reformation has dawned with the
dissolution of the faith and creation
of a one-world religious assembly,
Panligo. Standing at the center in
this second episode continuing the
epic story is a broken parish priest
whose faith in the future of the
Church is beginning to fray--and
whose life has just been decimated by
an act of terror. Only questions
swirl around who perpetrated the act
of persecuting violence. And evidence
begins to surface of an old nemesis
of Ichthus rising from the shadows to
once again bring the Church to its
knees. The only hope for
Christianity's future survival seems
to be a lost religious order, and
discovering its beginning and end
means traveling back in time to visit
one of Christ's apostles. Will the
future Church survive forces
threatening her from inside and out?
Will Ichthus retrieve from history
what it needs to survive the future?
And will ordinary believers rise to
do the impossible when the Church
needs them most? Ichthus Chronicles
is an explosively inventive series
that recasts the Christian struggle
in a future world rife with social
and religious challenges combined
with technological and political
change that feels close to home-inviting readers to experience the
sacrifices and struggles to persevere
unto victory in the face of hostile
forces, both in the future and the
past. Not since the blockbuster Left
Behind series has a story captured
the heart of the Church's mission in
these last days--offering a unique,
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page-turning adventure that not only
entertains through thrilling action
and mysterious suspense, but captures
the urgency of our own day and
inspires for the journey of faith.
Continue the adventure with episode 2
in the epic 4-part series by
bestselling author J. A. Bouma about
the future Church under siege.
Episode 1: Available now Episode 2:
Available now Episode 3: Releases Nov
1 Episode 4 + Full Season 1: Releases
Dec 1
REVENGE (Coming Home #2)(Romantic
Suspense) Meli Raine Everything I
know about my life is a lie. The more
I dig into my father’s death the more
I find myself in peril. Mark turns
out to be a liar, someone I thought I
could trust. He’s not what he seems,
and worst of all, a part of me can’t
let go. My boss might be an
international drug lord disguised as
a dean at one of the top five
universities in the country. Like
anyone’s going to believe me if I try
to out him? But I can’t help myself.
I should learn to keep my mouth shut.
Someone’s decided to do that for me.
Make me quiet once— And for all.
REVENGE is book 2 in the Coming Home
romantic suspense trilogy by USA
Today bestselling author Meli Raine.
Audiobook narrated by Savannah
Peachwood. Topics: political
thriller, political romance,
contemporary romance, new adult
romance, romantic suspense, coming of
age romance, seductive story,
thriller, mystery, romantic mystery,
hot romance, women's fiction, women's
romance, second chance romance,
california romance, bbw romance,
military romance, college romance,
contemporary woman, usa today
bestseller, intrigue, special ops
romance * * * What readers and
authors are saying about Meli Raine:
“This book has it all! There’s
action, adventure, romance, suspense,
and love. I was captivated from the
very beginning. Couldn’t put it down
wanting to know where the story was
going.” — Reader review “Meli Raine’s
absorbing writing sucked me directly
in the story with this volume, which
was full of unexpected twists and
ironic turns. No spoilers here, but
the ending brought a welcome sigh of
the-last-days-political-thrillers-series-2

relief, as well as a smile of
satisfaction.” — Books and Bindings
Blog review “Meli Raine has created a
stunning beginning to what promises
to be a brilliant series! I am in awe
of the ability by this author to
weave a tangled tale of mystery
suspense and romance! Fantastic!” —
Reader review “Wow, this book grabs
you almost immediately, and keeps you
turning the pages cause you just have
to know what happens next.” —
Goodreads reviewer "Omygosh! This
series is so intense! Meli Raine has
written a superb series. She spins an
intricate web of lies, betrayal,
deceit, murder, mystery, suspense in
this action packed drama with a
sprinkle of humour. " — Beyond the
Covers Book Blog “Fresh, riveting,
and thrumming with emotion and
romantic suspense, False Memory is
absolutely unputdownable. You need
this book!” - New York Times
bestselling author Meghan March “I
accidentally lost a day to this
trilogy! It is unputdownable.
Apparently I'm on a dark-and-twisty
binge, and this book is addictive.” USA Today bestselling author Sarina
Bowen (Harmless series) Get all of
Meli Raine's Books! Finding Allie
(Breaking Away #1) Chasing Allie
(Breaking Away #2) Keeping Allie
(Breaking Away #3) Return (Coming
Home #1) Revenge (Coming Home #2)
Reunion (Coming Home #3) A Harmless
Little Game (Harmless #1) A Harmless
Little Ruse (Harmless #2) A Harmless
Little Plan (Harmless #3) A Shameless
Little Con (Shameless #1) A Shameless
Little Lie (Shameless #2) A Shameless
Little Bet (Shameless #3)
The Jack Emery Series: Books 1-3
Steve P. Vincent 2017-03-13 The first
four thrillers in the Jack Emery
series: Fireplay, The Foundation,
State of Emergency and Nations
Divided. Jack Emery is the best
journalist on the planet, but when he
uncovers a conspiracy that will rock
America he’ll need all his skills to
defeat it. Faced with violence and
deception, Jack will do whatever it
takes to beat this conspiracy. Can he
save the United States and millions
of lives? The explosive Jack Emery
series is perfect for fans of Tom
Clancy, Vince Flynn and David Archer.
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If you like breakneck pacing, nonstop action and twists that will
leave you gasping, then you’ll love
this series. Get it now! *** Emery
Series keywords: Terrorism,
political, conspiracy, espionage,
pulp fiction, military, thriller,
hard boiled, hero, ebook, novels, no
cliffhanger, international, intrigue,
complete series, vigilante, noir,
crime, series starter, action,
adventure, bargain, books, series,
ebook, ebooks, novel, novella,
stories, story, bargain, box set,
boxset, collection, legal thriller,
thriller series, mystery series,
thriller and suspense, vigilante
justice, crime, action packed, hardboiled, suspense, suspense series,
contemporary, genre fiction, United
States.
The Third Target Joel C. Rosenberg
2015-01-06 2016 Christian Book Award
finalist (Fiction category) When New
York Times foreign correspondent J.
B. Collins hears rumors that an alQaeda splinter cell—ISIS—has captured
a cache of chemical weapons inside
Syria, he knows this is a story he
must pursue at all costs. Does the
commander of the jihadist faction
really have weapons of mass
destruction? If so, who is the
intended target? The U.S.? Israel? Or
someone else? With tensions already
high, the impending visit of the
American president to the region
could prove to be the spark that sets
off an explosion of horrendous
proportions. Knowing that terrorist
forces are already trying to bring
down two Arab governments in the
region—Iraq and Syria—can Collins
uncover the truth before it’s too
late? Or will the terrorists succeed
in setting their sights on the third
target and achieving genocide?
The Anointed Randall J. Stephens
2011-11-29 Why do so many
evangelicals follow leaders with
dubious credentials when they have
other options in their own faith?
Exploring intellectual authority
within evangelicalism, the authors
reveal how the concept of
anointing—being chosen by God to
speak for him—established a
conservative evangelical leadership
isolated from secular arts and
the-last-days-political-thrillers-series-2

sciences.
Without Warning Joel C. Rosenberg
2017 When the president erroneously
believes that ISIS is about to be
defeated, foreign correspondent J.B.
Collins informs his he is wrong and
argues for a capture, or kill, order
for the leader, Abu Khalif.
Pleasantville Attica Locke 2015-04-21
WINNER OF THE HARPER LEE PRIZE FOR
LEGAL FICTION Wall Street Journal
BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR LONGLISTED FOR
THE BAILEY’S WOMEN’S PRIZE FOR
FICTION From Attica Locke, a writer
and producer of FOX’s Empire, this
sophisticated thriller sees lawyer
Jay Porter—hero of her bestseller
Black Water Rising—return to fight
one last case, only to become
embroiled in a dangerous game of
shadowy politics and a witness to how
far those in power are willing to go
to win. Fifteen years after his
career-defining case against Cole
Oil, Jay Porter is broke and tired.
That victory might have won the
environmental lawyer fame, but thanks
to a string of appeals, he hasn't
seen a dime. His latest
case—representing Pleasantville in
the wake of a chemical fire—is
dragging on, shaking his confidence
and raising doubts about him within
this upwardly mobile black community
on Houston's north side. Though Jay
still believes in doing what's right,
he is done fighting other people's
battles. Once he has his piece of the
settlement, the single father is
going to devote himself to what
matters most—his children. His plans
are abruptly derailed when a female
campaign volunteer vanishes on the
night of Houston's mayoral election,
throwing an already contentious
campaign into chaos. The accused is
none other than the nephew and
campaign manager of one of the
leading candidates—a scion of a
prominent Houston family headed by
the formidable Sam Hathorne. Despite
all the signs suggesting that his
client is guilty—and his own
misgivings—Jay can't refuse when a
man as wealthy and connected as Sam
asks him to head up the defense. Not
if he wants that new life with his
kids. But he has to win. Plunging
into a shadowy world of ambitious
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enemies and treacherous allies armed
with money, lies, and secrets, Jay
reluctantly takes on his first murder
trial—a case that will put him and
his client, and an entire political
process, on trial.
Damascus Countdown Joel C. Rosenberg
2013-03-05 After Israel declares war
on Iran, CIA operative David Shirazi
infiltrates the Iranian regime and
intercepts information indicating
that two Iranian nuclear warheads
have been moved to a secure and
undisclosed location.
British Book News 1990 Includes no.
53a: British wartime books for young
people.
13 Days to Die Matt Miksa 2021-03-09
#1 AMAZON BESTSELLING MEDICAL
THRILLER Red Sparrow meets Inferno in
Matt Miksa's debut which electrifies
a Cold War spirit with fresh, modernday expertise as our heroes wrestle
society's darkest nightmares. In a
far-flung Tibetan village, prayer
flags flap against whitewashed houses
and a majestic monastery stretches to
heaven. It's Shangri-La--the earthly
paradise--until a stranger staggers
out of the forest and collapses into
a bloody, lifeless mass. He's the
first victim of a crippling epidemic,
but he's no ordinary man. Olen Grave,
an American intelligence officer,
heads directly into the hot zone to
investigate. Posing as a journalist,
he joins the Chinese research team,
led by a headstrong female virus
hunter, Dr. Zhou Weilin. Together,
the unlikely allies discover that
Patient Zero was a spy who
deliberately infected himself. But
why? Who did he work for? As Olen and
Dr. Zhou rush to uncover the shocking
truth behind the epidemic, they
unravel a twisted conspiracy that
reaches from Beijing's great halls to
Washington's corridors of power. With
the superpowers now at the brink of
war, the fate of the world will rest
on the duo's shoulders.
The Ezekiel Option Joel C. Rosenberg
2010-09-29 New York Times bestselling author Joel Rosenberg brings
readers this thrilling new novel.
When Russia's richest oil baron is
killed, Moscow suddenly teeters on
the verge of political chaos. Tehran
races to complete its nuclear
the-last-days-political-thrillers-series-2

arsenal. Washington finds herself
dangerously divided from her European
allies. And in the dead of night, in
the hills overlooking Jerusalem, a
senior White House advisor uncovers a
chilling ancient conspiracy as real
as the morning's headlines. Woven
through the writings of the Hebrew
prophet Ezekiel, more than 2,500
years old, are eerily prescient
descriptions of mode.
The Tehran Initiative Joel C.
Rosenberg 2012-04-02 With the stakes
high and few viable options left, the
president of the United States orders
CIA operative David Shirazi and his
team to track down and sabotage
Iran's nuclear warheads before Iran
or Israel can launch a devastating
first strike.
Impeachable Offense Neesa Hart 2004
Four friends strengthen their bonds
of faith with their recognition of
Nicolae Carpathia's role as the
Antichrist, and they are forced to
deal emotionally and spiritually with
the world around them.
The Suspense Thriller Charles Derry
2010-06-21 This book is a
comprehensive study of one of the
most popular genres in the cinema.
From a perspective sympathetic to
popular culture, this study analyzes
a large number of primarily American
and European films by a variety of
distinguished directors, including
Alfred Hitchcock, Claude Chabrol,
John Frankenheimer, Michelangelo
Antonioni, and Costa-Gavras.
Indispensable to anyone interested in
understanding how suspense thrillers
work and what they mean, this book
provides insightful analysis of
hundreds of memorable films, while at
the same time working as a virtual
how-to manual for anyone trying to
write a Hitchcock-like thriller. The
first section of the book is
primarily theoretical. It offers a
bibliographical survey and then
explains why we so profoundly enjoy
these suspenseful films of murder and
intrigue. A chapter on "Thrills: or,
How Objects and Empty Spaces Compete
to Threaten Us" explores the
psychological concept of the thrill
and relates it to the psyche of the
spectator. To what extent does the
suspense thriller represent a
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symbolic and vicarious experience of
danger? A chapter on "Suspense That
Makes the Spectator Take a Breath"
explores the crucial narrative
concept of suspense and relates it to
the psychological mechanisms of
anxiety incited in the spectator. Why
do we like to be scared? A final
theoretical chapter offers a dynamic
definition of the suspense thriller
derived in part from Edgar Allan Poe
and based primarily on content
analysis. The second section of the
book is more of an historical survey
and devotes one chapter to each of
the suspense thriller's primary subgenres. These chapters provide close
readings of more than 150 major films
and detailed analysis of the suspense
thriller's conventions, themes, and
recurrent iconography. Sub-genres
include The Postman Always Rings
Twice, Body Heat, The Manchurian
Candidate, The China Syndrome,
Missing, The Passenger, Spellbound,
Obsession, Marathon Man and Blue
Velvet. A final chapter explores
areas for further research and offers
concluding insights.
The Persian Gamble: A Marcus Ryker
Series Political and Military Action
Thriller Joel C. Rosenberg 2019-03-12
The instant New York Times, USA
TODAY, and Publishers Weekly
bestseller! Over 100,000 copies sold!
“Joel C. Rosenberg continues to mix
his unique blend of prophetic fiction
and nonstop action unlike anyone else
working today.” —The Real Book Spy on
The Persian Gamble. “The plot is
intriguing. The pace just keeps
accelerating. A must read!” —Porter
Goss, former director of the Central
Intelligence Agency on The Persian
Gamble. In the follow-up to the New
York Times bestselling Kremlin
Conspiracy, Rosenberg’s latest
international thriller tracks a
terrifying nuclear alliance among
three world powers―Russia, Iran, and
North Korea―and the deadly mission
former US Secret Service Agent Marcus
Ryker must risk to halt their deadly
strategy. Shot out of the air in
enemy territory in the middle of the
greatest international crisis since
the end of the Cold War, former U.S.
Secret Service agent Marcus Ryker
finds himself facing an impossible
the-last-days-political-thrillers-series-2

task. Not only does he have to
somehow elude detection and capture
by Russian special forces, but he
must convince his own government to
grant safe harbor to the one man
responsible for the global
mayhem―Russian double agent and
assassin Oleg Kraskin. While
frantically negotiating with his
contacts in the White House, Marcus
learns that the unstable North Korean
regime plans to use the international
chaos as a smokescreen to sell
nuclear weapons to Iran. With the
fate of the entire free world on the
line, Marcus makes a deal with the
U.S. government―he will go back to
work as an international operative
and track down the WMDs before they
end up in the hands of those with the
determination and the means to use
them. Marcus and Oleg worked together
once before to avert a world war. Can
they now find a way to stop world
destruction?
Dead Heat Joel C. Rosenberg
2012-07-30 2009 Retailer's Choice
Award winner!For Jon and Erin
Bennett, the world seems to be
spinning dangerously out of control.
A new dictator is rising in Iraq.
China is making threatening new moves
toward Taiwan. North Korean forces
appear ready to strike south. Israel
is feverishly trying to complete the
Third Temple. Oil prices are surging.
And in the wake of an horrific war in
the Middle East, President James
MacPherson's second term is coming to
an end. Now the battle to succeed him
is heating up into one of the most
fiercely contested presidential
elections in American history, and
the Bennetts realize the stakes could
not be higher. Who will lead a
bitterly divided country over the
next four years? What can the U.S. do
to shape the new world order? And
just what role—if any—does the U.S.
play in the last days? As the
presidential campaign narrows into a
dead heat, the Secret Service learns
of a catastrophic plot to assassinate
one of the candidates—but which one,
and can the terrorists be stopped in
time?
In the Garden of Beasts Erik Larson
2011-05-10 “Larson is a marvelous
writer...superb at creating
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characters with a few short
strokes.”—New York Times Book Review
Erik Larson has been widely acclaimed
as a master of narrative non-fiction,
and in his new book, the bestselling
author of Devil in the White City
turns his hand to a remarkable story
set during Hitler’s rise to power.
The time is 1933, the place, Berlin,
when William E. Dodd becomes
America’s first ambassador to
Hitler’s Germany in a year that
proved to be a turning point in
history. A mild-mannered professor
from Chicago, Dodd brings along his
wife, son, and flamboyant daughter,
Martha. At first Martha is entranced
by the parties and pomp, and the
handsome young men of the Third Reich
with their infectious enthusiasm for
restoring Germany to a position of
world prominence. Enamored of the
“New Germany,” she has one affair
after another, including with the
suprisingly honorable first chief of
the Gestapo, Rudolf Diels. But as
evidence of Jewish persecution
mounts, confirmed by chilling firstperson testimony, her father
telegraphs his concerns to a largely
indifferent State Department back
home. Dodd watches with alarm as Jews
are attacked, the press is censored,
and drafts of frightening new laws
begin to circulate. As that first
year unfolds and the shadows deepen,
the Dodds experience days full of
excitement, intrigue, romance—and
ultimately, horror, when a climactic
spasm of violence and murder reveals
Hitler’s true character and ruthless
ambition. Suffused with the tense
atmosphere of the period, and with
unforgettable portraits of the
bizarre Göring and the expectedly
charming--yet wholly sinister-Goebbels, In the Garden of Beasts
lends a stunning, eyewitness
perspective on events as they unfold
in real time, revealing an era of
surprising nuance and complexity. The
result is a dazzling, addictively
readable work that speaks volumes
about why the world did not recognize
the grave threat posed by Hitler
until Berlin, and Europe, were awash
in blood and terror.
The Kremlin Conspiracy: A Marcus
Ryker Series Political and Military
the-last-days-political-thrillers-series-2

Action Thriller Joel C. Rosenberg
2018-03-06 A New York Times, USA
TODAY, and Publishers Weekly
bestseller! More than 100,000 copies
sold “Rosenberg cranks up the
suspense, delivering his most
stunning, high-stakes thriller yet.”
—Publishers Weekly “A stellar novel
of riveting action and political
intrigue.” —Mark Greaney, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Agent in
Place “Absolutely blown away by how
good this guy is. . . . Simply
masterful.” —Sean Parnell, New York
Times bestselling author of Outlaw
Platoon “An uncanny talent for
focusing his storytelling on realworld hot spots just as they are
heating up.” —Porter Goss, former
director of the CIA “A full-throttle
and frightening ride through
tomorrow’s headlines.” —Brigadier
General (U.S. Army, Retired) A. J.
Tata, bestselling author of Direct
Fire New York Times bestselling
author Joel C. Rosenberg returns with
a high-stakes political thriller set
in Russia. Everything he learned to
protect our president, he must use to
take out theirs. With an American
president distracted by growing
tensions in North Korea and Iran, an
ominous new threat is emerging in
Moscow. A czar is rising in the
Kremlin, a Russian president
feverishly consolidating power,
silencing his opposition, and
plotting a brazen and lightning-fast
military strike that could rupture
the NATO alliance and bring
Washington and Moscow to the brink of
nuclear war. But in his blind spot is
former U.S. Secret Service agent
Marcus Ryker, trained to protect but
ready to kill to save his country.
The Last Days Joel C. Rosenberg
2010-08-03 The Last Days is a
stunning political thriller from New
York Times bestselling author, Joel
C. Rosenberg Osama bin Laden is dead.
Saddam Hussein is buried. Baghdad
lies in ruins. Now the eyes of the
world are on Jerusalem as Jon
Bennett--a Wall Street strategist
turned senior White House advisor-his beautiful CIA partner Erin McCoy
and the U.S. Secretary of State
arrive in the Middle East to meet
with Palestinian leader Yasser
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Arafat. On the table: a dramatic and
potentially historic Arab-Israeli
peace plan, of which Bennett is the
chief architect. At the heart of the
proposed treaty is the discovery of
black gold deep underneath the
Mediterranean-a vast and spectacular
tract of oil and natural gas that
could offer unprecedented riches for
every Muslim, Christian, and Jew in
Israel and Palestine. With the
international media closely tracking
the story, the American message is as
daring as it is direct: Both sides
must put behind them centuries of
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bitter, violent hostilities to sign a
peace treaty. Both sides must truly
cooperate on drilling, pumping,
refining, and shipping the newly
found petroleum. Both sides must work
together to develop a dynamic, new,
integrated economy to take advantage
of the stunning opportunity. Then-and only then--the United States will
help underwrite the billions of
dollars of venture capital needed to
turn the dream into reality. At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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